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0. Integrability in 2D 

Wiring diagram



Reflection move
Wiring diagram 



1. Tetrahedron and 3D reflection equations

Braid move Reflection move



Now that  R  and  K  play the role of structure constants, they have to satisfy the compatibility condition
under introducing one more arrow: 



LHS RHS



(as of 2022)



2.  New solution (emerging from quantum cluster algebra associated with the Fock-Goncharov quiver)

Key properties 
(pentagon identity)



3. Derivation from quantum cluster algebra   (Fock-Goncharov(09) q-deforming  Fomin-Zelevinsky(07))





Wiring diagrams (red) and the Fock-Goncharov (FG) quivers (black):    Type A2

The transformation             of the wiring diagram satisfies the tetrahedron equation (as noted earlier)

Associated cluster transformation

Key idea: Upgrade it into an equality of cluster transformations

FG quiver ≅ dual of wiring diagram



Wiring diagrams (red) which are 
successively transformed by 
braid moves denoted by Rijk 

They are associated with the 
FG quivers (black) which are 
transformed by mutations 𝜇r

The figure shows that Rijk 
satisfies the tetrahedron equation
(as noted before).

Our solution is extracted as an operator 
whose adjoint induces the corresponding 
equality of cluster transformations.



Embedding into q-Weyl algebras

Introduce canonical variables:

The  q-commutativity becomes automatic in the 
following parameterization using q-Weyl algebra

( )

canonical commutation relations



Moreover, in the q-Weyl algebra, not only the dilogarithm part but also the monomial part 
of the cluster transformation

is realized as an adjoint as 

Example

Underlined parts are treated by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula



Theorem.    The tetrahedron equation with spectral parameters is valid: 



Braid moves of wiring diagrams satisfy the tetrahedron equation.

Associating FG quivers to the wiring diagrams, it can be upgraded to an equality of 
cluster transformations, which is a rational transformations of q-commuting Y variables.  

Embedding into the q-Weyl algebra makes the cluster transformation into the form Ad(      )

(         = product of quantum dilogarithm and the monomial part.)

itself satisfies the tetrahedron equation. 

Outline



Wiring diagrams (red) and the FG quivers (black) for K :     Type C2

FG quivers are weighted. (②= weight 2 node,  Exchange matrices are only skew-symmetrizable)

The transformation K1234 of the wiring diagram induces the following cluster transformation:

A single reflection move
corresponds to the 
composition of three mutations  



The cluster transformation induced by K1234

Our solution (appearing after 3 pages) is an operator whose adjoint induces
this rational transformation of q-commuting Y variables.



For three reflecting wires (red), there are two ways to reverse the order of reflections:

The corresponding transformations K and R satisfy the 3D reflection equation (as noted earlier)

=



an embedding of  Y-variables into q-Weyl algebras (pi and  ui obey the canonical commutation relation)

The embedding makes the q-commutativity of Yi and Yi’ variables automatic.

A key step for upgrading into an identity of cluster transformations  is 



Theorem.    The 3D reflection equation with spectral parameters is valid: 

Under this embedding, the cluster transformation for K1234 becomes totally an adjoint as



4.  Tetrahedron equality as duality

Substitution of  this into the tetrahedron equality

Matrix elements : 

Possible connections with dualities in supersymmetric gauge theories (see Yagi arXiv:2405.02870)



A similar duality is present also in the modular double setting,
where the matrix elements involve non-compact quantum dilogarithm (NCQD). 

The duality in that case emerges as an identity of integrals, which is also reproduced by
a NCQD analogue of a classical Heine transformation.  



3D R for symmetric butterfly quiver
(Inoue-K-Sun-Terashima-Yagi, 24) 

Generalizes and unifies many known solutions as 
specializations of parameters in appropriate 
representations of q-Weyl algebras or their modular doubles.

・Kapranov-Voevodsky (94)                     q-oscillator representation
・Bazhanov-Mangazeev-Seregeev (09)    coordinate representation
・K-Matsuike-Yoneyama (22)                  momentum representation 
・Inoue-K-Terashima (23, this talk)             specializing parameters

Consists of 4 mutations.

5. Outlook



Captured by quantum cluster algebra for
square quiver [Inoue-K-Terashima 23]

Captured by quantum cluster algebra for
symmetric butterfly (SB) quiver [I-K-Sun-T-Yagi 24]

Fock-Goncharov quiver (this talk) is the special case where
only one of the four quantum dilogarithms       survives.

5. Outlook

Quantum cluster algebras encompass 
most of the prominent solutions of the 
tetrahedron equation.



Thank you !


